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National snapshot

Prawn farming areas in Australia (from Australian Prawn
Farming Manual, 2006)

Aussie prawn farms
• 2 main species (Black Tiger
and Banana prawn)
• 91 licenses
• 25 active farms
• 840 hectares of pond area
farmed
• 4,200 tonnes/year (3 year
average)
• $60 million GVP

The black tiger prawn is the major farmed marine prawn species in Australia, however P.
monodon is also one of the two main species produced in Asia

Northern NSW prawn industry
Palmers Island Yamba
Tru Blue 100-130 t farm

Fortune & Pearler 200 t farm

Ausfarm 150 t farm

Yamba

Large investment in farming … Frank ,
Allan and Sandra Roberts

Established in the early 1980’s, from a 40 ha sugar cane farm, this is the longest
operating tiger prawn prawn farm in Australia.

Fortune & Pearler Enterprises Aust. Pty.
Ltd…Richard, Anita and Jason Tsai

Ausfarm Aquaculture Pty. Ltd…Steve
and Ying Lii

Hatchery infrastructure.

Buildings, packing sheds, ice makers…

Bikes, paddlewheels, 3 phase power

Smaller scale (93 Mylestrom Drive,
Repton, Coffs Harbour)– most southern
prawn farm in NSW

New owner, Jim Auld, takes ownership of property in Mid-November
this year…

This northern NSW industry is an
important contributor to rural livelihoods
• On a number of scales (big and small) there has been a huge
investment in land-based farming in the Northern Rivers region.
• This industry has a relatively large requirement for labour and
material inputs and generates employment and income for the
community.
• Production of Black Tiger prawns in NSW peaked at 408.82 tonnes
in 2002-2003 and the gross value of production (GVP) was in the
order of AU$ 6.2 million.
• Use the NSW agricultural sector multiplier of 2.2 for primary
output (NSW Trade and Investment, 2012), the total impact on
the Northern Rivers economy was much larger, at about
AU$13.64 million.

Warning

Following slides may make you feel
unwell or worried

What's happened to this industry?
DRIVERS
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• Strong appreciation of the Australian dollar making
imports more attractive to Australian consumers
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• No barriers (import taxes and tariffs) to entry into
the Australian marketplace
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• Australian prawn producers also faced rising wage,
water, and energy costs
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• Massive expansion of low cost P. vannamei culture
in Asia

• Absence of small Australian East coast wild school
prawns (due to an era of drought) allowing
imported cooked whole vannamei prawns to fill
this market gap
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Production, area stocked and total value of farmed Black Tiger
prawns in NSW 2000-2011. Data from NSW DPI Aquaculture
Production Reports (2001-2011).

• Little market development and product innovation
to stimulate local demand.

What are the Important issues associated
with this decline?
Economic: Immediate effect of lost jobs and income on the community.
Social: The Northern Rivers has already low Socio- Economic Indicators for
Areas (SEIFA) -The average SEIFA index for the Clarence is 922. Unemployment
in this area is well above the NSW average and is high among young people in
particular. This gets worse
Environmental: the ecological impact of derelict or unused ponds. Serious
implications for the coastal environment, especially the acidity and turbidity of
the Clarence estuary, especially after heavy rainfall, as well as providing a
refuge for weeds, mosquitos and pest species. Rehabilitating such a large area
would also be unlikely due to the cost.

Increasing competition? Both barrels
1. Although vannamei prawns, mainly from China, fill a
different low price supermarket segment for prawns they do
provide some indirect competition especially at the point of
sale where they are significantly cheaper than all other
prawns.
2. The major supermarket chains are the largest buyers of NSW
BT prawns IQF product and a significant portion of a farms
annual income is derived from the smaller grades sold later in
the year through these outlets.
However, this category is identical with the imported frozen
cooked BT prawns from Thailand and Vietnam, which are more
than 10% cheaper, and imports have quickly gained market share
in the supermarket sector

What’s the forecast? -The Asian century-

The dominance of Asia in aquaculture production is reflected in the world’s six largest
aquaculture producers in 2010 — China, Indonesia, India, Viet Nam, Philippines and
Korea — are all Asian countries — all our neighbours.

Increasing prawn aquaculture production in Asia

How big is 1,000 ha?

What is the lesson for Aust. producers?
• Greater amounts are likely to enter neighbouring countries like Australia,
further eroding market share .…… it will be cheaper to import in the future than
to buy or process product locally.
• Competing directly with identical imports on price alone is a very poor strategy.

• Imported prawns: 46,000 tonnes/year, $427 million, Increasing by 10%/year
(FRDC news magazine June 2013)

Isn’t this just an isolated case?

Aust. fruit and vegetable manufacturinganother example

Not all rural industries have suffered
- We have the mining sector…….
Some regions and sectors have seen strong
growth in population, employment and
income due to the strength of the mining
sector.
“two-speed or tiered economy” described the
gap between the resources sector and the rest
of the country.
However this has led to a drain of labour from
other areas to the mines
………….can carry about 400 tons at 64 km/h

What trend does this indicate?

During the past 10 years there has been a significant decline in the export value of
Australian fisheries products, which resulted in Australia becoming a net importer in value
terms in 2007-08

Aust. remains net exporter of fresh fish or shellfish

What has been the response?

There has been little publicity or documentation of this decline in rural industries, such
as the NSW prawn farms, and little research on alternatives, such as diversification.

Get tough -What about a food safety response?
Experts raise fears of antibiotic-resistant superbugs spread
through food supply
By Louise Milligan and staff, Updated Thu 25 Jul 2013,
11:33am AEST

"A shipment of prawns from Vietnam was blocked because it had high levels of antibiotic
residues in the prawns," he said.
"Well, if I was to give you a script for that antibiotic that was in those prawns, I'd have to call
Canberra for permission.“…says Prof. Lindsay Grayson, Melbourne's Austin Hospital

In a test of 341 tonnes of seafood from Vietnam, 5 per cent - or 17 tonnes - were found to
have antibiotic residue. However, at present, only 5 per cent of the imported catch is
screened.
"So when you go to your supermarket and buy ordinary fish or prawns that come
from overseas, there's a good chance that you're going to be getting a dose of
antibiotics with those fish," said Greens Senator Richard Di Natale, who proposed
the Senate inquiry. "And that is potentially very, very harmful."

Does anyone care?

Yes and No

No: Federal government policy ……says
competition is good for business but wants you to
export….

• A major policy thrust of the National Food Plan is
that competition from imported food products is
good for domestic consumers because it makes
Australian producers more efficient and hence
more productive….. BUT how can you export when
many rural industries are in decline, except for the
big ones …..beef, wheat and dairy??????????

• Indicates that Australia is entering a major
transformative period in terms of
international trade policy and domestic
responses.

• Those primary industries unable or slow to
adapt (while still continuing to compete in
the same markets as imported products)
are and have declined rapidly.

No: Large federal agencies such as FRDC and
DAFF not interested in any emerging or SMALL
industry……
TESTIMONIALS
FRDC Head: Patrick Hone “Will only ever
be a small boutique industry”
(Rec Fish Conference, 2012)
FRDC Program Manager: Crispian Ashby
“Poor species, look what happened in SA…
NSW is looking to grow aquaculture
contact them….”
(Rec Fish Workshop, 2013)

However larger industries were once small and needed support to grow.

Yes: Research & Development Corporations
(RDCs)
Funded our NMSC work with PIM
since 2008, mainly my salary

Main drivers..
•
•
•

Develop new opportunities
Stimulate industry partnership and adoption
Increase competitiveness, capability and
capacity

However projects are capped at around $50,000
per year and funding is given to RIRDC by DAFF
Also requires industry partner co-funding

How do we make our case and who is going to
support it?
“the National Aquaculture Council (NAC) performs an
important advocacy and representative role at the
national level to the Australian Government”. An
emerging mulloway aquaculture industry will need a
champion and the NAC is well positioned to take this role.
National Aquaculture Council major sectors include:

Neil Stump, Secretariat,
National Aquaculture
Council and Chief
Executive, Tasmanian
Seafood Industry Council

*Salmon (represented by the Tasmanian Salmonid Growers Association)
*Southern Bluefin Tuna (represented by the Australian Southern Bluefin Tuna Industry
Association)
*Prawns (represented by the Australian Prawn Farmers Association)
*Abalone (represented by the Australian Abalone Growers Association)
*Oysters (represented by the Shellfish Industry Council of Australia)
*Barramundi (represented by the Australian Barramundi Farmers Association)
*Mussels (represented by the Australian Mussel Industry Association)
*Yellowtail Kingfish & Mulloway (represented by the South Australian Aquaculture
Council).

Can we be represented here as an emerging industry, or an industry in transition? How
do we move forward? This is what today is about.

Innovation?

Originally Pearler prawn farm
(purchased in May2008 Peter and
Andrew Carroll)
Pond 7 dimensions
102m x 83m x 1.7m
0.85ha /14.4ML
12 ponds

Processing shed
and hatchery

Clarence River

Settlement pond

ABN 50 127 813 503
PO Box 89
Yamba NSW 2464
0421 500 611
www.pim.net.au
andrew@pim.net.au

Mulloway farming in prawn ponds is now
proven.

PIM purchased ‘Pearler’ prawn farm and is growing mulloway successfully.
There is now a degree of certainty and the scale and complexity of investment
to do this is available for all to see = Proof of concept

Sustainably farmed mulloway is in demand

Appearing at many of the top restaurants in Sydney suitable for
variety of recipes including poached, pan fried and baked

Numerous benefits to prawn farmers that
diversify (i.e. prawns and fish)
• Add a large new national market (50,000 tonne) to their existing
business while having alternate species and markets also reduces the
risk from serious disease and income fluctuation.
• Furthermore, sales and distribution channels are not restricted to the
supermarket/grocery chains and higher returns are possible using
independent fishmongers and restaurateurs who pay higher prices to
source fresh seafood for their customers.
• Mulloway are also a temperate species and if necessary, stock can be
held back until market conditions improve, reducing the risk of the
business becoming a price ‘taker’ (i.e. supply-driven price decreases).

However, no adoption by the other bigger
prawn farms…
Key inhibitors to mulloway uptake appear to be:
• market price (prawn farming brings more per kg for product,
whereas mulloway obtains a lower price on larger volumes of
product);
• production cycle (2 years rather than 1 year grow-out with prawns)
and;
• the past experience of cheaper imports (by external forces out of
their control)- farmers are not willing to risk another venture

The final message
At present the northern NSW prawn aquaculture industry represents an unmet
regional development opportunity.

The land needed has already been alienated, key infrastructure is in place and the
scientific evidence that underpins the innovation has been demonstrated.
As such, this could be looked at as a renewed source of regional earnings and jobs.
The question is how do we move this forward? This is what today is about.

What is the future of NSW prawn farming?

The large scale, intensive culture of high value marine finfish is potentially Australia’s
most lucrative aquaculture industry (Love, 2003).

